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You want to put your own special signature
on your event to signify your uniqueness as a
couple.
But sometimes it’s difficult to come up with
original effects to do that! Below are some ideas
you can incorporate into your own wedding.
It’s time to add some entertainment options
that will ensure that you have a super fun
wedding reception! We are here to help you find
those perfect finishing touches to make your
wedding reception absolutely unforgettable.

Bubble Machine
Adding a bubble machine for the
dancing adds a wonderful, elegant,
and…..bubbly atmosphere! The only
downfall is that some venues do not allow
them, and the bubbles can leave a soapy
film on the dance floor, in turn making it
slippery and dangerous. However, many
also choose to use a bubble machine
outside, but the wind could cause issues with
being able to keep the bubbles where they
are wanted.

Cloud Machine
Wow your guests by performing your
first dance on a cloud! Most venues do not
allow smoke machines due to them setting of
the smoke alarms. The cloud machine works
with dry ice, remains close to the floor, and
does not have an odor that will turn your
guests off. There is nothing more beautiful
than dancing your first dance on a fluffy
cloud!

Glowing Totems / Scaffolding
Add elegance and ambience to the room
by adding glowing totems with rotating
heads on the tops. The color of the totems
can be changed to almost any color you
desire, and would match the color of the
glowing façade in front of the DJ.
For extra lighting effects, add chrome
scaffolding that goes over the DJ and has
numerous lights, lasers, and strobes to burst
your dance floor into another dimension!
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Personalized Gobo
Allow the attention to remain on you
during your special day by having your
names projected on the floor or wall with
a gobo. These provide a clean look and
the metal slides are laser cut to provide a
seamless look. It is all about you!

Flat Screen TV’s
Add flat screen TV’s to the glowing
totems to have either your names on
them during the reception, or we can
make a wonderful slide show that can be
played during the dinner, and then
looped throughout the night as the
dancing and activities are occurring!

Projector
Some choose to have a projector with
a large projection screen to loop video,
slide shows, or logos. The only downfall
with this option is that it can be difficult to
see the images on the screen if the room
is too light.

Uplighting
To add to the ambience and elegant
atmosphere, add uplighting around the
edges of the reception room. Most colors
can be chosen to match your theme.
They can be left on for continuous
ambience, put on strobe mode (which
may be problematic to some guests), or
can be on sound activated mode.

Photo Booth
Adding a photo booth brings a whole
different dimension of fun and
entertainment to your wedding
reception! We have a large glowing
enclosure that can be changed to most
colors requested to match the theme of
the room. We have numerous backdrops
to choose from, a large iPhone shaped
machine, unlimited prints from our onsite printer, numerous fun and humorous
props, and a red carpet with red velvet
ropes to add to the elegance! We will
also send you every picture taken in the
booth in digital format after the event.

Cold Spark Machines
Add to the excitement of your grand
entrance by having cold spark machines
on each side of your entrance that will
have all eyes on you! These machines do
not create hot sparks, and are not a fire
hazard, so most venues do allow them.
Using the cold spark machines and then
the cloud machine adds an amazingly
awesome result to your entrance and first
dance!

Glow Wands
Confetti Gun
Provide your guests with large foam
Add an explosion of excitement to
glow wands to add more fun on the
your entrance, or to the dance floor, with
dance floor, providing an exciting look to a confetti gun! Some venues may not
the dancing of your guests!
allow them.

Coming Soon!

Coming Soon!

Smoke Machine
Make your lighting and lasers pop on
the dance floor with a smoke machine.
The downfall is that many venues do not
allow them because they can set off the
fire alarms.
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